Window View
53”x66”

To make the quilt pictured:

You need:

- 1 yard of featured fabric – I used giraffes
- 2¼ yards of golden brown for background and borders
- 5/8 yard of dark green for edging
- ¼ yard of lighter green for inside of window sills
- 3/8 yards of cream for border effect
- ¼ yard of light brown for inside of window shading
**Cut:**

Using these diagrams – cut your pieces:

- You need 8 of these blocks:

![Diagram of 8 blocks](image1.png)

- You need 3 of these:

![Diagram of 3 blocks](image2.png)

- And here is the rest of the layout: Use it to cut your pieces:

![Diagram of the rest of the layout](image3.png)
Construct blocks:

Using normal construction techniques, I made my blocks in this order:
(I put together the quilt from the center and worked outward.)
1. Center big blocks that form the windows with the giraffe fabric
   - Sew long skinny tan to main featured fabric block
   - Make HST block using 2 – pieces of fabric – one light and one dark brown cut 3.5” x 3.5” Draw a line down the middle or press a fold and sew, right sides together on each side of the crease line. Cut apart between lines. Open up. Press towards the dark. Trim down to 2.5”. End result is this block: Make 3 – one for each.
   - Sew this HST to the darker brown for window sill.
   - Add to the previously sew together bigger piece.
2. Cut and added the surrounding greens and browns to them.
3. Eight smaller fussy cut squares that go above and under the windows
   Using the 5” giraffe fussy cut squares, I added dark green 1.5” strips to each side. Then I added 1.5” strips to the top and bottom.
4. Attach those fussy cut squares following the diagram to the center part of the quilt
5. Cut and added brown borders
6. Cut and added cream thin border
7. Cut and added outer brown border

This is actually designed to be more of a guide than a real pattern – I can update this in the future if it is really necessary. For most quilters, this should be enough to show you what I did.
How to make this quilt:

1. Construct your blocks.
2. Place blocks as in this diagram,

3. Sew the blocks and borders together
4. Press well.
5. **Sandwich**, using whatever type of batting and backing you prefer
6. **Quilt** as desired.

It’s that easy!!!!

Your quilt is finished!
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